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ABSTRACT.—The aquatic food web found within the leaves of the purple pitcher plant
(Sarracenia purpurea) is useful for studying top-down and bottom-up effects. The food web has
an omnivorous top-predator and is fueled by invertebrates drowned in the pitfall trap of the
pitcher plant. Modeled on a previous experiment for the purpose of comparison, I conducted
a 3 3 3 factorial press experiment over 4 wk, using 45 pitcher leaves in a bog in Michigan.
Treatments included 3 levels (none, low and high) of both resource input and top-predator
density. Both top-down and bottom-up treatments had significant effects on populations
within the inquiline food web. Rotifer, mite, protozoan and bacterial density and protozoa
richness increased when resources were added. Top-predator density negatively affected
rotifer, protozoa and bacteria density. These findings suggest that in this food web bottom-up
forces predominate, but top-down forces are also important. A similar study conducted in
Florida is used to make a latitudinal comparison of food web regulation and temperature is
hypothesized to be responsible for observed differences between the inquiline food webs.

INTRODUCTION
Ecologists have often attempted to determine how consumption (i.e., top-down) and production (i.e., bottom-up) effects regulate populations in communities (Hunter and Price,
1992; Polis et al., 1996). Bottom-up regulation occurs through resource availability at the
base of the food web, such that increased productivity at lower trophic levels may result in
increased biomass at higher trophic levels (Elton, 1927; Lindeman, 1942; Persson et al.,
2001). This may include nutrient inputs to primary producers in an autotrophic-based
system or to bacteria in a decomposer loop. Top-down regulation occurs when predator
populations limit prey populations, which may reduce the effect of prey populations on
their resources, a trophic cascade (Pace et al., 1999). The relative importance of these forces
and how their strength may vary in different systems is not well known (Strong, 1992; Shurin
et al., 2002). Bottom-up proponents have argued that populations are limited primarily by

